A LITTLE BOY'S WALK.

A little boy went walking One lovely summer's day:
And slowly, slowly turning, The great wheel of the mill;
And as he watched the birds A bove the tree-tops fly,
He saw a little rabbit That quickly ran away.

And then the tall church steeple, The little church so sail ing A cross the sunny sky,
way; He saw a shining river Go wind ing in and still; The bridge above the water; And when he stopped to sky. He saw the insects playing; The flowers that summer

out, And little fishes in it Were swimming all about.
rest, He saw among the bushes A wee groundsparrow's nest.
brings; He said, "I'll go tell Mamma! I've seen so many things."

[Transcriber's Note: In the original, the piano right hand part is erroneously rendered in the treble clef from bar 8 on. This is corrected here.]